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ABSTRACT

An increased interest for research in the field of Accident Management can
be noted. Several international programmes have been started in order to be
able to understand the basic physical and chemical phenomena in accident
conditions. A feasibility study has shown that it would be possible to design
and develop a computerized support system for plant staff in accident
situations. To achieve this goal the Halden Project has initiated a research
programme on Computerized Accident Management Support (CAMS
project). The aim is to utilize the capabilities of computerized tools to
support the plant staff during the various accident stages. The system will
include identification of the accident state, assessment of the future
development of the accident and planning of accident mitigation strategies.
A prototype is developed to support operators and the Technical Support
Centre in decision making during serious accidents in nuclear power plants.

A rule based system has been built to take care of the strategy generation.
This system assisLs plant personnel in planning control proposals and
mitigation strategies from normal operation to severe accident conditions.
The idea of a safety objective tree and knowledge from the emergency
procedures have been used. Future prediction requires good state
identification of the plant status and some knowledge about the history of
some critical variables. The information needs to be validated as well.
Accurate calculations in simulators and a large database including all
important information from the plant will help the strategy planning.



I INTRODUCTION

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has noticed an increased

interest for research in the field of Accident Management. The NRC in

United States has sponsored several programmes for management of severe

accidents like extending plant operating procedures into the severe accident

regimes and discussion of accident information needs [1]. The Halden

Project is putting an effort on this research activity. [2]

A feasibility study has been performed [3]. concluding that it

would be possible to design and develop a system, meeting the expressed

support needs for plant staff in accident situations. In order to achieve this

goal the Halden Project has initiated a research programme on computerized

accident management support (the CAMS project). The CAMS project was

started in 1992. This work aims at utilizing the capabilities of computerized

tools to support the plant staff during the various accident stages including:

- identification of the accident state,

- assessment of the future development of the accident,

- planning accident mitigation strategies.

A number of program packages exist to support fault situations

and small accidents, but not so many exist for severe accidents. The reasons

for this are the difficulties in calculations and the decreasing reliability of

simulators when the accidents become more severe. There is no real data

available to verify these kind of situations.

A prototype is developed to support operators and the Technical

Support Centre in decision making during serious accidents in nuclear

power plants. To avoid using a new tool in a stressed situation, CAMS is

supposed to help the operators and the TSC in choosing the right control

actions or mitigation strategies in small transients as well as in accident

cases.

The CAMS proposal consists of a database and a knowledge

base, a tracking mode simulator and a predictive simulator, a strategy

generator and an MMî system. The CAMS simulators will be built with a

dynamic program package APROS. The MMI system will be made with the

graphical program package PICASSO-3. The G2 expert system shell is used

in the realization of the strategy generator. The strategy generation is the

main topic of this paper.
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The background for the knowledge put into the strategy

generator and the existing EOPs is the information got from off-line studies.

However, since the development of a severe accident is difficult to predict

in advance, the strategy generator will try to adapt mitigation strategies

according to the specific accident in progress.

The G2 expert system shell is used in the realization of the

strategy generator. G2 is an object-oriented tool for modelling

knowledge-based systems including convenient graphical facilities. The

strategy generator uses the idea of a safety objective tree and the knowledge

from emergency procedures. The prototype is demonstrated on a

workstation.

2 SAFETY SYSTEMS IN THE NUCLEAR PROCESS

A nuclear power plant, like any thermal power plant, generates

electricity through the medium of steam [4]. Part of the energy in the steam

is converted to mechanical work in the turbine, which drives the electric

generator. About two third of the energy is lost as heat e.g. into the sea

water. The steam coming from the turbine is condensed into water in the

condenser. This water is pumped via preheaters back into the reactor core

(BWR) or back into the steam generators (PWR). The water-steam loop is

a closed circuit.

The thermal energy in a nuclear power plant is produced from

a nuclear reaction. The energy is generated by the fission of heavy nuclei

with neutrons. Most of the energy is released as kinetic energy in the fission

products. This kinetic energy is converted into heat on a very short distance

by a slowing down process.

It is very important to keep the neutron balance in a fission

process. Otherwise an uncontrolled chain reaction may occur. The criticality

is measured by neutron detectors. They are checking if the neutron

population is increasing or decreasing. The relative deviation from 1 is

called reactivity. The correct power distribution is also important The

power in the core is regulated by the position of control rods or varying the

concentration of boron in the coolant. Boron is a strong neutron absorber.

It is also important to keep the heat balance. The heat produced

in the core ought to be equal to that removed by the coolant so that the fuel



temperature keeps constant. Heat conduction in the fuel and the heat

transfer to the coolant can be calculated. In a complex system a large

amount of stored energy exists. Even if the reactor is shut down, a

considerable amount of decay heat is produced.

The reactor protection system in BWR plants is for preventing

fuel overheating and for limiting radioactive releases. The three main safety

chains are:

- reactor shutdown by hydraulic scram,

- reactor isolation by closure of the reactor containment isolation valves,

- emergency core cooling by actuation of the emergency core cooling

systems and the automatic depressurization of the primary circuit.

The pressure relief system is to protect the reactor from

overpressure. The condensation system consists of the wetwell of the reactor

containment, a nine meters deep condensation pool. The condensation

system receives and condenses the discharged steam.

The auxiliary feedwater system is designed to supply the reactor

with water if the ordinary feedwater system is unavailable. The low-pressure

injection system shall, together with the auxiliary feedwater system and the

pressure relief system, protect the reactor core from overheating in the event

of a primary system pipe break.

The containment spray system draws water from the

condensation pool. The water spray in the dry well contributes to reducing

the pressure in the containment by steam condensation. It also removes

condensable fission products from the containment atmosphere. During

normal operation, cooling is primarily done by the turbine condenser and

the main cooling uater systems. Part of the heat is removed to the sea.

Shutdown cooling system ensures continued cooling via the diesel-backed

cooling circuits to the sea during reactor shutdown. [4]

3 USING PROCEDURES IN ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

Many kinds of accident scenarios are described. One typical

example scenario is a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). A typical LOCA

follows a sequence: a leak - inadequate cooling - scram - isolation of the

containment - emergency cooling of the reactor. In a LOCA there is a

danger of overheated core and in the worst case a meltdown.
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The safety objective tree [5][6][7] is a way to systematize

different accident cases. Following different branches of the tree, each

accident case is specified in more and more detail. On the highest level the

safety objective is defined. One level below the objective is divided into

several safety functions. This division can be for example according to the

four critical functions that are discussed in the context of emergency

procedures for BWRs.

The main goal of accident management in BWRs is to maintain

the critical safety functions:

- reactivity control

- core cooling

- activity barriers

- heat sink

The priority of these safety functions follows the order of the

list Minimizing the consequences to the environment has higher priority

and the electricity production has lower priority than any of the four safety

functions. [8]

In the Swedish Forsmark plant they have different procedures

for events of varying degrees of severity. The most serious cases are

covered by the OS I procedures (Emergency procedures) and the THAL

procedures (Technical handbook of the plant management). Both these

procedures are based on the division into four critical functions.

In the most serious accidents the THAL procedures are used.

The ÕSI procedures are used in design-basis accidents and the THAL

procedures in beyond-design-basis accidents. [9]

4 THE STRATEGY GENERATOR

The knowledge base in the strategy generator is constructed by

using the idea of the safety objective tree. The knowledge base includes

knowledge from the emergency procedures, e.g. all important parts of the

THAL procedures. Also other sources have been used to cover the most

important parts in the accident management.

The strategy planning starts from simple rules. If the water level

is too high, close slightly a valve etc. From simple control proposals to real

accident mitigation strategies a whole scale of different types of advice



exist. The strategy planning is a rule-based system making decisions

according to the external conditions in the plant The rules constitute a kind

of model of the plant. The strategy planning is the central part of the

strategy generator.

The strategy planning consists of goal definition, strategy

defin: on and strategy selection. External communication is needed to

exchange information with the database, the predictive simulator and the

MMl system. The goals may be general or more specific ones.
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Figure J: Some example rules in the strategy generator

The goal definition part makes the decisions about which

branches of the safety objective tree to follow by activating subsystems in



the strategy definition part. Different subsystems are able to handle different

types of accidents. Inside these subsystems there are more specified rules

providing the first proposals for strategies depending on the external

conditions. These subsystems are the heart of the strategy generator.

Some example rules are seen in the Figure 1. The rules on the

left hand side are from the goal definition part and the rules on the right

hand side strategy definition part of the strategy planning. These rules are

taken from the THAJL procedures.

In the strategy selection part the data from the predictive

simulator is analyzed. For each proposal a quality number is calculated by

comparing some important physical quantities to their reference values. A

kind of control cost is also taken into account Some of the reference values

changes automatically in a case of scram. Simple optimization methods are

used in minimizing the quality number. A procedure is needed in orgamzing

the strategies in a new order according to their quality numbers.

The solution of a simple optimization problem [10] is giving the

order. A small quality number is better than a big one. The best strategy is

found with the formula

Q, 2dt

where

DN = quality number

Pi = weight coefficients for state errors

(x^-x,) = state errors

Qj = weight coefficients for control costs

(uq - Uj) = control costs

A good estimate of the plant status is essential for strategy

planning. A simple simulator exists for state identification. Only the main

components of a BWR plant exist in the process diagram. About 40 simple

equations take care of the calculations in the core, in the primary circuit and

in the containment.

These calculations are based on very simple principles and can

be trusted only on a qualitative level. If you open a valve, lhe water level

will increase. In the direction of flow in the primary circuit a pump



increases the pressure and a valve decreases it, the preheaters and the core

increases the temperature, and the turbine and the condenser decreases it

etc. Pressure, temperature and flow are calculated through the primary loop.

History keeping and simple signal validation are applied in the

state identification. The availability of measurements, actuators, safety

systems etc. is checked and the resources available in the current situation

are taken into account in deriving the strategies. It is also possible to check

the severity of the problem. All rules defining strategies are divided into

three categories according to the priority.

The G2 expert system shell is used in the realization of the

strategy generator. G2 is an object-oriented tool for modelling

knowledge-based systems including convenient graphical facilities. In the

prototype of the strategy generator there are two basic types of elements:

process components and calculation elements. The calculation elements are

able to handle both numerical calculations and heuristic operations. The

prototype is executed on a workstation.

Predictive
simulator

Strategy
generator MMI

Figure 2: Communication between the strategy generator and other parts of

CAMS

The communication between the strategy generator and the

other parts of CAMS will be based on sending messages between different

program packages, see Figure 2.

The prototype of the strategy generator can be tested by running

some scenarios. A leak in the primary circuit is a typical small accident

case. The prototype is able to give some help and advice. Activity and high



pressure in the containment, station blackout, reactivity problems,

contradictory information are other examples where the strategy generator

can give a helping hand. [11][12]

5 CONCLUSION

One purpose of the prototype is to test out different

methodologies that can be used in this kind of system. For this purpose the

knowledge base is large enough. In a real system much more rules are

needed. In the future a larger knowledge base will be made. The aim is to

cover different accident cases not necessarily covered directly by the

procedures.

The usage of the G2 expert system shell seems to be a good

solution. The use of rule-based methods and AI techniques looks promising.

More sophisticated ways of using rules could be used. A knowledge base

built of logically connected rules is a challenge. Different chaining methods

could be used to support more complicated reasoning schemes.

The real test of the capabilities of the system is not possible

before all remaining important modules of CAMS exist and work together.

The co-operation of the strategy generator and the predictive simulator will

be of special interest It will give the basis for the strategy planning. The

possibilities of using the database and knowledge base block, for instance

in the state identification, are interesting too. And how to mediate the right

figure of a critical situation to the people responsible for the plant? The

MMI system is finally an important link m fulfilling this task.
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